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Abstract
We consider a family of discrete dynamical systems having for a certain parameter
value a homoclinic point with quadratic tangency We use Lins method for the con
struction of a Poincaremap which is topologically conjugated to a shift map We
discuss the eects of changing the parameter
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  Introduction
We consider discrete dynamical systems
xn    fxn  
where f  R
k
  R  R
k
is smooth In particular f  is a dieomorphism for all  For
   system  has a degenerate homoclinic orbit 
  fn  f
n
q n  Zg 	
The orbit  is assumed to be asymptotic to a hyperbolic xed point p Degeneracy is
synonymic to nontransversality of the corresponding homoclinic points In particular we
will assume that for    the tangent spaces of the stable and unstable manifolds at q
intersect in a onedimensional space U 
U  T
q
W
s
 
p  T
q
W
u
 
p 
Furthermore we suppose that the stable and unstable manifolds have a quadratic tangency
in q over U Generically this phenomenon forms a codimension one problem    R The
bifurcation of the homoclinic points by changing the parameter  is well known Moving
 through the critical point    two transversal homoclinic points q

 q

existing for
   merge and disappear if  becomes negative
In this paper we address the recurrent dynamics of   of course also for parameter values
   The main goal of this paper is the construction of a Poincaremap involving two
dierent transversal homoclinic points which is topologically conjugated to shift dynamics
 see Theorem  below Afterwards we discuss the behaviour of the dynamics of this map
in dependence on the parameter  In particular we show that under certain conditions
the shift dynamics survives for parameter values for which transversal homoclinic points no
more do exist  see Theorem  and Remark 
Our tool in constructing the Poincaremap is Lins method This approach for discovering
dynamics near nontransversal homoclinic points is more analytically oriented than the one
described in  which is geometric in nature The basic idea is to join several orbits following
 for one revolution to one orbit staying for all time near  Maybe our method is helpful
for a numerical computation of orbits nearby a nontransversal homoclinic orbit  similar
to the procedure presented in  and 	 which is based on  Note that the Shadowing
Lemma as used in  does not longer work in the present case The reason is that the

set   fpg is not hyperbolic However we should mention that numerical investigation of
nontransversal connecting orbits for discrete systems has been started already  see 
The paper is organized as follows In Section 	 we give a concise summary of Lins method
and introduce notations and previous results which we will use for our analysis For the
detailed description of Lins method we refer to 
 Here we restrict to explain the idea
of this method briey and to present the main existence result However we cannot avoid
giving some details which we need for our further analysis
In Section  we give a precise formulation of the assumptions and of the problem under
consideration The main object is the construction of the Poincaremap Furthermore we
formulate the major results which state that this map is conjugated to a shift map
The rest of the paper contains very technical and lengthy proofs  each in a separate section
 Previous results concerning Lins method
In 
 we carried Lins method forward to discrete systems In particular this method is
suitable for revealing recurrent dynamics near connecting orbits The main idea of this
method is as follows We look for solutions x
i
 i  Z of  starting in a neighborhood
of q following the forward orbit 

of the orbit  passing p following the backward orbit

 
of  and arriving after N
i
steps nally in the same neighborhood of q we started from
In this way we nd solutions staying for all time close to  by stringing together the single
solutions x
i
 Analytically that means that we have to solve the bifurcation equation
  
i

iZ
  
i
 x
i
 x
i
N
i
 	
Of course the jumps 
i
depend on  N  N
i

iZ
and in general on an additional parameter
u  u
i

iZ
 u
i
 U  The space U has been dened in 
For the further analysis we use the following direct sum decomposition of R
k

R
k
 U 	W

	W
 
	 Z 		
where U 	W
 
 T
q
W
su
 
p
Now let N  N
i

iZ
 N
i
 N and u  u
i

iZ
 u
i
 U  be any sequences We dene
N

i

 
N
i
	

 N
 
i
 N
i
N

i
 	
where bnc denotes the integer part of n
We can prove the following theorem cf 
 Section 
Theorem  There are constants c and

N such that for each u  with kuk  sup ju
i
j  c
jj  c and eachN with N
 
i
 	

N there are unique solutions x

i
N u  x
 
i
N u 
of  satisfying
i x

i
N u    N

i
  Z R
k
 x
 
i
N u   N
 
i
   Z R
k

ii the orbits of x

i
and x
 
i
are close to the forward and backward orbit 

and 
 
 respec
tively
	
iii x

i
N u N

i
  x
 
i
N u N
 
i

iv x

i
N u  x
 
i
N u  are close to 
v x

i
N u  x
 
i
N u   Z
vi x
 
i
N u  
 
u
i
   W

	W
 
	 Z  
The item iii can be seen as a coupling condition which allows to dene solutions x
i
by
x
i
N u n 

x

i 
N u n  n   N

i
  Z
x
 
i
N u nN
i
  n  N

i
 N
i
  Z
	
To prove Theorem 	 we seek x
 
i
in the form
x

i
N u   

u
i
   v

i
N u  	

Here 

are uniquely determined solutions whose orbits lie in the stable and unstable mani
fold of p respectively and for which 

u  
 
u   Z holds true Moreover we
know that the U component with respect to the direct sum decomposition 		 of 

u 
is equal to u We refer to 
 Lemma 	 for the exact statement With that we see that for
xed N  u and  the i
th
jump 
i
is dened as follows

i
N u   

u
i
   
i
N u  	
where 

and 
i
are given by


u   

u  
 
u 

i
N u   v

i
N u  v
 
i
N u 
	
The quantity 

measures the distance of the stable and unstable manifold over U  From

 we know that


    D



    	
 Dynamics near Homoclinic Tangencies
We start with giving a precise formulation of the assumptions we are working with First
of all we want to notice that due to the hyperbolicity of the xed point p we may assume
that p is xed point of f  for all su ciently small jj
Next we want to describe the homoclinic tangency analytically
HT i dimU  
ii rank
	

 D




	u 




u 
 	
So HTii can be seen as a transversality condition which states that the mapping u  



u  D



u  is transversal to    Z   Z An immediate consequence of HT
is
D




    D



    

So 

u  can be transformed into  u

 For our further considerations we will assume


u    u

 	
Anyway the !" case does not qualitatively dier from that one we consider
The recurrent dynamics near a homoclinic orbit depends  besides others  on the spectrum
of the linearization at the xed point We will make the following assumption concerning the
principal eigenvalues Let 

s
 and 

u
 be the principal stable and unstable eigenvalues
of D

fp  respectively Then the spectrum of D

fp  can be represented by
D

fp   
ss
  f

s
 

u
g  
uu

where
  j
j  
ss
 j

s
j  
s
   
u
 j

u
j  
uu
 j
j

for all 
  
ss
 
  
uu
 We will suppose
EV R The principal eigenvalues 

su
 are simple and real
To exclude nongeneric cases we will also assume
HOM A  does not approach p within the strong stable and strong unstable manifold
respectively
The next assumption requires a similar behaviour for special solutions of the formally
adjoint of the variational equation along 
SUB Z is neither in the strong stable nor in the strong unstable subspace of xn 
D

fn 
 

T
xn
Condition HOM A is geometrically reasonable and also its consequences are clear Namely
assuming HOM A we exclude an eect which is called homoclinic orbit ip in theory of
homoclinic orbits in dierential equations Condition SUB is related to the socalled strong
inclination property and prevents inclination ip bifurcations at least in the vector eld
case However both assumptions SUB and HOM A are used in  for the calculation
of the leading terms of 
i

The homoclinic tangency condition HT together with HOM A and SUB implies that
such a homoclinic orbit arises generically in oneparameter families This justies to choose
  R
Henceforth we will concentrate on solutions with a xed number N of revolution steps In
our language this means N  N
i

iZ
 N
i
 N  for all i  Z The bifurcation equation for
such solutions reads

i
Nu   
i
N
i

iZ
u    i  Z 
We consider   
i

iZ
as a map
    N  fg  l

U
  R

 l

Z
 

By l

UZ
we denote the spaces of bounded biinnite sequences in UZ These spaces are
equipped with the supremum norm We will rewrite equation  as a xed point equation

 see  below Then we will solve this by means of the Banach xed point theorem
To do so we need a few more information about 
i
 Under the given assumptions including
N
i
 N i  Z the following corollary is a direct conclusion of  Theorem 
Corollary 	 If the principal eigenvalues are simple and real  EV R  the tangent spaces
at q of the stable and unstable manifold intersect in onedimensional space  HT  if the non
degeneracy conditions SUB and HOM A are fullled and if additionally N
i
 N i  Z
holds true then the jump 
i
can be written as

i
Nu   c
s
u
i 
 u
i
 

s

N
 c
u
u
i
 u
i
 

u

 N
o



s

N

 o



u

 N


Here c
su
are continuous functions and moreover c
su
      
Next we claim that the norm of D



i
Nu 

iZ
decays exponentially uniformly in u and
 as N increases More precisely we can prove
Lemma 	 Assume that the hypotheses of Corollary 	 are fullled Then for su
ciently
large N and su
ciently small u and  there are continuous c

 c
 
 U   U   R  R such
that
kD


i
N u
j
 k  c

u
i
 u
i
 

u

 N
 c
 
u
i 
 u
i
 

s

N
o

k

u
k
 N

 o

k

s
k
N


Because the proof of this lemma is somewhat lengthy and very technical and we do not
want to destroy the train of thought for constructing the Poincaremap we shift the proof
to Section 
With Lemma 	 we have all necessary ingredients to discuss Nu    Let u

and 
o
be chosen such that 
o
  and
u

 u

i

iZ
 u

i
 fu


o
 u


o
g where 

u
j

o
 
o
   j   	 
Due to 	 this makes sense We will solve    for u  uN  near Nu  
u

 
o
 by means of a procedure which takes its pattern from the implicit function
theorem  cf 
Note that the solutions u
i

o
 
o
 correspond to transversal homoclinic points q
i

o
 i 
 	 of the equation  For Nu   u

 
o
 we have

i
u

 
o
  

u

i
 
o
   
Hence assuming HT we have D


i
 u

j
 
o
  D



u

i
 
o
   Therefore  see
Subsection   D

u

 
o
 is invertible and we have the following equivalence
Nu    D

u

 
o

 
Nu    


On the other hand  starting from the representation 	 of  and using the Taylor expan
sion


u
i
   D



u

i
 
o
u
i
 u

i
 D



u

i
 
o
 
o
  

r
u
i
  
we see that the second equation in  is equivalent to
u
i

iZ


u

i
D



u

i
 
o

 
D



u

i
 
o
 
o



r
u
i
   
i
N u
j

jZ
 

iZ
 
R
N u
i
 

We will apply the Banach xed point theorem to this equation
Lemma 		 Assume that the hypotheses of Corollary 	 are fullled Let u

be a sequence
according to 	 Then there are 
u
 
N
 

such that for all N  
N
 all  j
o
j  


the mapping 
R
N   is a contraction of clBu

 
u
 into itself Bu

 
u
 is the ball in l

U
around u

with radius 
u

Proof Note that 

r
comprises only higher order terms Further it is clear that the deriva
tive D


R
u

 
o
   and due to Lemma 	 and our considerations in Subsection  
see also Remark 
 below
D


R
Nu   as Nu  Nu

 
o
 
First we will make clear that 
R
is contractive For that we invoke the mean value theorem
which tells

R
Nu

  
R
Nu

  

Z

D


R
Nu

 tu

 u

 dtu

 u

 	
Because of  there is for all c   an   
u
 

 
N
 such that for all N   u with
N  
N
 j 
o
j  

and ku u

k
l
 
 
u
it holds
kD


R
Nu k  c 
In particular we nd a corresponding  for c   This means nothing else but 
R
N  
is contractive on clBu

 
u
 for all N  
N
andj  
o
j  

 Next we show that for
su ciently large N and su ciently small j  
o
j the mapping 
R
N   maps this ball
into itself Let u  Bu

 
u
 Then
k
R
Nu  u

k  c
u
 k
R
Nu

  u

k
 c
u
 kD

u

 
o

 
k kNu

 k

Because kNu

 k tends to zero as N  and  
o
there are 
N
 
N
and 

 

such that for all N  
N
and all  j 
o
j  

the righthand side in  is less than

u
 recall c    

So for a xed sequence u

 we can apply the Banach xed point theorem to the xed point
equation  and get u  
R
Nu  if and only if u  uN #u

 The associated
solution of  we denote by xNu

  The mapping u  uN #u

 is even dier
entiable This can be seen by applying the implicit function theorem to the xed point
equation  at a solution point NuN #u

  Moreover we can prove continuity at
N    
o

Lemma 	
 The unique solution u of the xed point equation u  
R
Nu  is con
tinuous in N    
o
 More exactly uN #u

 u

as N  and  
o

Proof Also this proof takes its pattern from the proof of the implicit function theorem
u #u

 solves the xed point problem  Therefore we can write
kuN #u

 u

k  k
R
NuN #u

  u

k
 k
R
NuN #u

  
R
Nu

 k k
R
Nu

  u

k
The second term on the righthand side can be estimated as in  The rst term can
be estimated by means of 	 and  Exploiting c   we nally get
kuN #u

 u

k 

 c
kD

u

 
o

 
k kNu

 

k
Now the lemma follows because kNu

 k   as N   
o
 This again becomes
clear by using Corollary  and Equation   
Remark 	 A somewhat closer look at the limit  reveals that the pair c  can
be chosen independently of the sequence u

which was xed at the beginning With our
considerations in Subsection  we nd
kD


R
Nu k  sup
iZ
kD



u

i
 
o

 
k

kD



r
u
i
 k kD


i
Nu k


The rst term within the parenthesis tends to zero as u
i
   u

i
 
o
 while the second
term can be estimated in accordance with Lemma 	  ie uniformly in u and  That
means for all sequences u

according to  the estimate  asks for the same  
Remark 	 Let c 
u
 

 
N
 be chosen in accordance with Remark 
 Then also 

and

N
can be chosen independently of the special choice of u

i
  as long as u

i
 fu


o
 u


o
g
According to the estimate  we have only to make sure that Nu

  tends to zero
as N  and  
o
 uniformly in u


kNu

 k  sup
iZ
fk

u

i
   
i
Nu

 kg
 maxfk

u


o
 k k

u


o
 kg sup
iZ
fk
i
Nu

 kg
The rst term on the righthand side of the last inequality does not depend on the choice
of u

at all The norm of 
i
tends to zero as N  uniformly in u

and   see Corollary
 

Due to Remarks 
 and  we can also look from another point of view at the things 
namely Fix N  
N
and  j 
o
j  

 Then we can consider the solution u of 
as a quantity depending on u

 This we denote shortly by
uu

  uNu

 
Let S

 f 	g
Z
be the set of all sequences s  s
i

iZ
of elements of f 	g  that is
s
i
 f 	g In S

we introduce the usual metric  s
 
 s

 
P
iZ
	
jij
ks

i
 s

i
k  see 
or  There is a canonical map
  S

 fu

 u

i
 fu

 u

gg
s
i
 
 u
s
i
  u

s

The left shift  on S

is dened as follows   S

 S

 s 
 s s
i
 s
i

Theorem 	 Consider the dynamical system  under the assumptions HT EV R
HOM A and SUB Then depending on the relation of the signs of D




  and
D



  for each su
ciently small    or    and each su
ciently large N  N
there is an invariant set D
N
on which f
N
  is topologically conjugated to the left shift 
on S


Proof We assume that sgn D



    and sgn D




     see also 	
Then the statement of the theorem is true for   
Let   
u
 
N
 

 be as gured out in the proof of Lemma  and let N  
N
and  j

o
j  

 If additionally we choose 
u
 ku


o
 u


o
k
R
k we get a unique allocation
of sequences u

to solutions uu

 of Nu    and hence to solutions xu

 
xNu

  of xn  fxn  staying for all time near the primary homoclinic orbit
 So our results allow a map
$  S

 q  W

	W
 
	 Z  Bu


o
 
u
  Bu


o
 
u

s 
 xu

s

again Bu
i

o
 
u
  U  i   	 denote corresponding balls Finally we can dene a
Poincaremap % on D  im$ by
%  D  D x 
 f
N
x  

Indeed the set D
N
 D is invariant under f
N
   because the uniqueness of uN   
u provides
xu

s
  xu

s
N 
Note that xu

N  f
N
xu

  This gives immediately the invariance of D More
over  yields f
N
   $  $   This means that on D f
N
  is conjugated to
the left shift on S


So it remains to prove that $ is a homeomorphism This will be done in the following lemma
 

Lemma 	 $  S

 D  im$ is a homeomorphism
The proof of this lemma will be given in Section 

Remark 	 Of course we are far away to describe the recurrent dynamics near the transver
sal homoclinic orbits 

 

of q

 and q

 completely It is well known that in a neighbor
hood of a single transversal homoclinic orbit there is a very complicated recurrent dynamics
 see for instance   or 
 There the existence of shift dynamics has been proved
Here we constructed shift dynamics by incorporating both homoclinic orbits 

and 

 This
has been done by prescribing the way in which a recurrent solution has to follow alternately
either 

or 

 
Now we show that under certain conditions also for    shift dynamics does exist A
further assumption concerning the principal eigenvalues allows to perceive the sign of 
i

EV R

 Additionally to EV R let 

s
  j

u

 
j
Theorem 	 Let all assumptions of Theorem 	 be met Additionally we will assume
i 

u    u


ii the principal eigenvalues satisfy EV R


iii c
s
      see Corollary 	
iv that there is a K  N such that kD


i
Nu k  Kk
i
Nu k
Then there is an N  N and an invariant set D
N
on which f
N
  is conjugated to shift
dynamics
Proof We will show that there are appropriate N  
o
and 
u
such that the xed point
equation  has a unique solution uu

 for    For that we have to prove that

R
N   is a contraction on clBu

 
u

Taking EV R

 into consideration Corollary  tells that

i
Nu   c
s
u
i 
 u
i
 

s

N
 
r
i
Nu
where 
r
i
Nu  o

s

N
 uniformly in u and i
Let    and let B

  U be a closed ball around  with radius  The function
c
s
    B

   B

  R is continuous Therefore c
s
   takes its maximum C and
its minimum c on B

 B

 Because of c
s
     the quantity  can be chosen such
that c   and moreover 	c  C Hence we will nd a k  N such that Ck  	ck
Then there is an N
o
such that for all N  N
o
we have the estimate
	cN  
i
Nu   cN cN  c k

s

N
 
To verify this estimate mind that 
i
Nu   c
s
u
i 
 u
i
 

s

N
 o

s

N
 Finally we
choose N  N
o
as large such that
	
p
cN  minf Kg 
With that N we dene

o
 cN 
u
 
p

o
 

With this setting we prove that 
R
N  
o
 is indeed a contraction on Bu

 
u
 In the
present context we have

R
Nu  

u

i


	u

i

o
 u
i
 u

i


 
i
Nu 

iZ
and  again exploiting the results of Subsection  
D


R
Nu  


	u

i
	u
i
 u

i
 D


i
Nu 

iZ

Then 
R
N   is a contractive mapping from clBu

 
u
 into itself if
sup
iZ

	
p

o
k  
o
 u
i
 u

i


 
i
Nu k  
u
 	
and

	
p

o

	
u
 sup
iZ
kD


i
Nu k

 c   	
 mind that ju

i
j 
p

o
 An easy computation shows that in our setting the constant c in
formula 	 can be chosen as 	& Further equation 	 is fullled if for all i

o
 
i
Nu   
o

This is guaranteed by the estimate 
So for all u

with u

i
 
p

o
we nd solutions of the bifurcation equation Nu   
The the shift dynamics which is conjugated to f
N
  can be constructed as above  
Remark 	  The robustness of our construction shows that Theorem  remains
true for small   
	 Note that for    no transversal homoclinic orbit does exist nearby the primary one
 The proof that for    the shift dynamics is even topologically conjugated to f
N
calls
for more delicate estimates which we will not carry out here
 If assumption iii of Theorem  will be replaced by c
s
     then there is no
shift dynamics as constructed above for    This is due to the fact that there are
no periodic orbits of period N for those   see also 

 Finally we will comment the assumption iv D


i
decays at least with the same expo
nential rate as 
i
as N   see Corollary  and the estimates concerning D


i
within
this section So the number K does exist and does not depend on N 

As announced above we will nish this paper by giving the proofs of the Lemmas 	 and


 Proof of Lemma 
In proving Lemma 	 we will often fall back on assertions made in  For that reason we
repeat further details concerning Lins method
Theorem 	 has been proved by revealing v

as unique solutions of a xed point problem
v 
'
v
N
u  h

 u
i
 v

i
  h
 
 u
i
 v
 
i
 
iZ
 d
i
N u 
iZ
 
d
i
N u   
 
u
i
 N
 
i
 

u
i 
 N

i
 d  d
i

iZ

h

n u v   f

u n  v  f

u n D

f

u n v
For that purpose we conceive  for xed u and   equation  as a xed point equation
in V where the space V is dened as follows
Let S
N
and S
 N
be the spaces of functions mapping f     Ng and fN     g respec
tively into R
k
 These spaces are equipped with the maximum norm By V we denote
the space of all sequences v  v

i
 v
 
i

iZ
 v

i
 v
 
i
  S
N
 
i 
  S
 N

i
 The norm in V is
kvk  maxfsup
iZ
kv

i
k
S
N
 
i 
 sup
iZ
kv
 
i
k
S
N

i
g See altogether 
 Denition 

For the detailed explanation of v
N
we refer to 
 The only thing we want to mention here
is that v
N
u    is linear
Finally we want to remark that for xed N the mapping v  l

U
 R  V u  
 vu  
v

i
u  v
 
i
u 
iZ
is smooth  cf 
 Lemma 
An essential role in dealing with Lins method play variational equations along 


xn    D

f

u  xn
in each case considered on Z

 The transition matrices of these equations we denote by
$

u    It is important to know that these equations possess exponential dichotomies
on Z

 Let P

u   be the projections associated to the exponential dichotomies The
images of the projections are determined to be the corresponding tangent spaces at the stable
unstable manifold For our analysis we laid down the kernel of the projection according to
the R
k
decomposition 		 However the projections are completely settled by dening
imP
 
u    T

 
u
W
su

p
kerP
 
u    W
 
	 Z
P

u  n$

u  nm  $

u  nmP

u m
Lemma  in 
 states that for su ciently large N and su ciently small u  it holds
R
k
 imid P

u
i
  N

	 im id P
 
u
i
 N
 

The corresponding projection with range im idP

u
i
  N

 we name

P u
i
 u
i
  N


Finally we assign sequences of Nemitskii operators H  H

i
 H
 
i

iZ
to h

as follows
H  l

U
  V   R  V
uv  
 H

i
 H
 
i
 where
H

i
uv n  h

n u
i
 v

i
n 

Proof of Lemma 	
Because of dimZ   we get 
i
 hz 
i
iz where we put z  Z  kzk   Hence D


i

D

hz 
i
iz To compute the expression on the righthand side we use the representation 

 of the scalar product hz 
i
i We write up this representation here again
hz 
i
Nu i 
D
$

u
i
   N


T
id P

u
i
  
T
z

P u
i
 u
i
  N


 
u
i
 N
 
 

u
i
 N


P
 
u
i
 N
 
v
 
i
Nu N
 

P

u
i
  N

v

i
Nu N


E

D
z
N
 
X
j 
$

u
i
   jid P

u
i
  jh

j   u
i
 v

i
Nu j   
E

D
$
 
u
i
  N
 

T
id P
 
u
i
  
T
z
id

P u
i 
 u
i
  N

 

u
i 
 N

  
 
u
i
 N
 

P

u
i 
  N

v

i 
Nu N


P
 
u
i
 N
 
v
 
i
Nu N
 

E

D
z
 N


X
j 
$
 
u
i
   jid P
 
u
i
  jh
 
j   u
i
 v
 
i
Nu j   
E
 	
This yields
D

hz 
i
i  hD
u
$


T
id P


T
z

P 
 
 

 P
 
v
 
i
 P

v

i
i
h$


T
id P


T
z D
u

P 
 
 

 P
 
v
 
i
 P

v

i
i
h$


T
id P


T
z

P D
u

 
D
u


D
u
P
 
v
 
i
D
u
P

v

i
i
hzD
u
N
 
P
j 
$

id P

h

    u
i
 v

i
    i
   

With a view to greater clarity we omitted the independent variables in the above equation
These can be taken from 	 The dots in the last line of  represent the corresponding
terms containing $
 
 The estimates of the nondierentiated terms can be taken from 
Here we restrict to give estimates of the partial derivatives with respect to u of the individual
terms involved in  We give only the estimates of terms corresponding to $

 The rest
yields by similar considerations
The derivative of 

u
i
    
T
id   P

u
i
    
T
with respect to u is actually the
partial derivative with respect to u
i
 This again can be estimated by means of Lemma 
	
Lemma 	 Note that the  used there stands for u  in the present context However
with our assumptions the estimate given there provides that there is a K   such that
kD
u
i

$

u
i
   N


T
id P

u
i
  
T

k  K
u

 N
 
 
The latter estimate can be rendered more severe by the following considerations For short
ening we put Au  n  D

f

u n 
 

T
 Then the equation
Xn  

Au  n D
u
Au  n
 Au  n

Xn 

has an exponential dichotomy on Z

 This becomes clear by writing the matrix on the
righthand side of 
 as

Au  n D
u
Au  n
 Au  n



D

fp 
 

T

 D

fp 
 

T

Ru  n
Ru  n decays exponentially as n tends to innity  see also derivative D
u



On the other hand
	
D
u
$

u   n
T
id P

u  
T

$

u   n
T
id P

u  
T


solves 
  see also 
Corollary 
	  and decays exponentially as n tends to innity  see  and  

which contains the corresponding estimate of $

    nidP

    Now exploiting the
exponential dichotomy of equation 
 we get the following estimate  see also  Lemma

kD
u
i
$

u
i
   N


T
id P

u
i
  
T
k  'c

u
i
 

u

 N
 
Omaxf
uu

 
 
u

 
g
N
 


Note that actually  Lemma  requires that the principal eigenvalue 

u
is simple In
the case under consideration 

u
is a principal eigenvalue of D

fp 
 

T
and therefore
a double eigenvalue of

D

fp 
 

T

 D

fp 
 

T

 but still semisimple Under
this condition the statement of the quoted lemma remains true
The partial derivative of

Pu
i
 u
i 
     with respect to u is nothing else but the sum
of the partial derivatives of

P with respect to u
i
and u
i
  Corollary 	 tells that these
remain bounded as N tends to innity Therefore there is a C   such that
kD
u

P 
 
 

 P
 
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 
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
v
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
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u
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 
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
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
See also  

 and 
 for the estimate of the terms within the brackets on the left
hand side of 
The derivative D
u

 
u  of 
 
with respect to the sequence u is nothing else
but the partial derivative of 
 
with respect to u which can be estimated by means of

  which tells that there is a Cu  depending continuously on u  and satisfying
C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  
D
u

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u n  Cu 

s

n
O

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s


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Next we will estimate the derivatives D
u
P
 
v
 
i 
 and D
u
P

v

i
 We will do it
exemplarily for D
u
P

v

i
 For that we use the following representation of P

v

i
 see 
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Dierentiation of  with respect to u yields we omit the arguments of all functions
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An easy computation  similar to that leading to the estimate of H

 see  
	  shows
D

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If besides this also D
u
v

i
 Omaxf
s
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 then D
u
P
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v

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  Section 
 It turns out that
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So it remains to prove that the estimate assumed estimate for D
u
v

i
actually holds true
This runs completely parallel to the proof of the corresponding estimate for v

i
 see again
 Section 

Now we can tackle the estimate of the derivative D
u
N
 
P
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
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With the previous considerations the rst term on the righthand side of the last equation can
be estimated similar to
P
$

id P

h

 see  Section 
 But also for the second term
we can use these considerations Combining  
 and 
 provides a representation
of idP

h

 Partial dierentiation of this expression with respect to u and factoring out
the unstable part v
u
i
of v

i
 as it was dened in   and D
u
v
u
i
 respectively leads to an
estimate similar to  

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Now we can proceed as in  Section 
 and we get the nal estimate
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Summarizing our considerations we get the lemma  
 Proof of Lemma 
As in the proof of Lemma 	 we will make use of estimates derived in  For that we need
more informations regarding the xed point equation  Beyond the notations introduced
at the beginning of Section  we will use the following facts From 
 we know that
'
v
N
has
the form
'
v
N
u  gd  v
N
u  g au  gd where
a  l

U
  R   V   l

R
k
 l

R
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
Furthermore we dene  see also 

a

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
u
i 
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a
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
u
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The operator v
N
represents again a sequence v

i
 v
 
i
 However two properties will be cru
cial for our further analysis First the quantities v

i
depend only on u
i
 a

i
 a
 
i
and not on
the entire sequences u and a Secondly our considerations in 
 yield a
i
 a
i
u
i 
 u
i
  gd
That means a
i
depends only on u
i 
 u
i
and not on the whole sequence u
Proof of Lemma 	
In 
 we constructed a similar Poincaremap related to the dynamics near transversal ho
moclinic points Also that one was proved to be topologically conjugated to the left shift
on sequences in two symbols That sequences were built by describing N while here we
are playing with the sequences u

 However the proofs of the present lemma and of the
corresponding 
 Lemma 
 are similar But the sequences u

which are involved here
make the proof much more complicated The di culty in proving such type of lemma is
based on the following The distances between sequences u

have to be measured by means
of the metric in S

 while the other analysis calls for the l

norm
Since in the present context N and  are xed we will omit them in all quantities where
they usually occur  as long as they are not used for estimates
Because $ is a onetoone map and S

is compact it su ces to show that $ is continuous
Two sequences u

i
 and u

i
 are close if they coincide on a large set of indices centered at
i   So we assume
u
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Then the lemma has proved if xu
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 By the construction of x
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In future we will write shortly u
j
for uu
j
  uN u
j
 j   	
To prove 
	 we show in a rst step that
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For that purpose we remember that uu

 has been gained from the xed equation 
It turns out that for jij  i
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We will treat the two dierences within the brackets separately First we consider 

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
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
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r
is dened by equation  Using Taylor expansion of 
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Applying the mean value theorem to the last integral in the above equation leads to
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As a consequence of Lemma  and u

i
 u

i
for i under consideration kE   k can be
made arbitrarily small by choosing j
o
j small enough and N large enough Together with

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 this provides the estimate
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Now we turn towards the estimate of k
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For the next steps the dependence on N and  of the quantities arising in 
 is not
signicant So again we will omit these variables and we will remember them only if they
are needed
Let (v  vu
 
  vu

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v
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Actually we are interested in v
i
 Applying the mean value theorem and exploiting the
linearity of vu    see Section 	 we get nally
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(H and (d are dened like (v Note that v
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v

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v
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Hence estimates of kv
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v

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The rst term on the righthand side of 
 can be estimated similar to the corresponding
term v
o
in the proof of 
 Lemma 
 We have to take care just at one point Here d
i
is
not zero for jij  i
o
 Just this point asks for more eort
It is true we get in the same way as in 
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 are positive constants But unlike 
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For the derivation of 
	 we refer again to 
 Applying Corollary 
 and combining this
with 
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 we obtain
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In 
 we have shown that sup
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
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k does exist Further again invoking the mean value
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Now we turn towards the estimate of the last term in 
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beginning of this section v
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Because of a
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Together with our results obtained in Section   especially the derivatives of v
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  we nd a su ciently large N such that
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We mentioned already that sup
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k does exist As well the derivation of u
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In the second step we will prove the actual statement of the lemma by using estimate 

At the beginning of the proof we made clear that we have done if 
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 
	 Some technical results
In this section we compile some results we used in Section 

 Dierentiability of mappings l
 
  l
 
We start with presenting some comments concerning the derivative of 
R

Lemma  Let F  l

 l

 x 
 f
i
x
iZ
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the smoothness of v  see Section 	  implies the smoothness of


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 Finally the above lemma
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
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 The next lemma gives a su cient condition for
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 if all f
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are dierentiable
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Finally we apply Lemma 	 to the mapping   see Section 
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To achieve the latter estimate we used the mean value theorem The constant C is the norm
of P
i
which is equal for all i The continuity of D



ensures that Lemma 	 works in our
case
 Estimates used in the proof of Lemma 	
In this subsection we itemize some results purely technical in nature we used in the proof
of Lemma 

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The latter equation can be proved by induction  
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
ji
  
In the end we want to remark that similar to considerations in  and the proof of Lemma
	 we get estimates of the derivatives of v
i
 In particular we can prove
D
a
v
i
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s
 
u

 
g
N
 
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u
v
i
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s
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u

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N
 
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